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We present numerical exact diagonalization studies of the magnetism in magnetic II-VI colloidal semicon-
ductor quantum dots charged with controlled number of electrons coupled to few magnetic-ion �Mn2+� dopants.
The interplay between various relevant spin interactions and the discrete nature of Mn2+ spin distribution is
shown to be essential in the magnetism of few Mn2+-doped quantum dots. An interesting revealed feature is the
existence of pronounced magnetic anisotropies in symmetric magnetic quantum dots, which are related to the
orbital quenchings induced by electron-Mn spin interactions. The orbital quenching effects further lead to
significant deviations of the magnetizations of randomly Mn-doped dots from the standard Brillouin-function
descriptions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent progress in the fabrication of magnetic-ion-doped
semiconductor quantum dots �QDs� �Refs. 1–6� has stimu-
lated a broad interest in exploring their application potential
in spintronics and fundamental physical properties.7–26 The
spin interactions involving carriers and/or magnetic dopants
are known to be essential in the magnetic properties of mag-
netically doped semiconductors.27 For magnetic semiconduc-
tor bulks or thin films containing a large number of
magnetic-ion dopants,28 they are usually simplified to effec-
tive continuous fields in mean-field theory.29,30 However, the
number of magnetic ions in a magnetic QD is small �typi-
cally only 100–101� and the discreteness of the spatial distri-
bution of magnetic dopants should affect the magnetic be-
havior significantly.10

In this work we present exact diagonalization �ED� stud-
ies of the magnetism in charged II-VI CdSe colloidal semi-
conductor nanocrystal quantum dots �NCQDs� doped with
few divalent magnetic ions �Mn2+� interacting with con-
trolled number of charging electrons. With the high control-
lability of quantum confinement �size and shape�31 and mag-
netic impurity dopings,1 magnetic NCQDs provide an
excellent test bed for studying the various spin interactions
and their interplay with other controlled dot parameters, e.g.,
the size of dot, the number of resident electrons, the density,
and the spatial distribution of magnetic-ion dopants and ex-
ternal fields. The numerical ED approach employed here al-
lows us to precisely calculate the energy spectra and mag-
netic properties of interacting charged NCQDs doped with
few Mn2+ ions, with the full consideration of all relevant
electron-electron �e-e�, electron-Mn �e-Mn�, and Mn-Mn
spin interactions and the discrete nature of magnetic-ion spin
distribution.

One of the most striking features revealed by our ED
studies is the existence of magnetic anisotropies �MAs� in
few Mn-doped symmetric NCQDs. The physical origins of
the MAs are attributed to the magnetic-ion-induced orbital
quenchings, which depend on the number of resident elec-
trons and the orientations of applied fields with respect to the
spatial distribution of magnetic ions. Furthermore, the orbital

quenching effects lead also to significant deviations of the
magnetic behaviors of Mn-doped NCQDs from the standard
Brillouin-function descriptions.

II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN AND NUMERICAL
APPROACH

The Hamiltonian of a magnetic semiconductor quantum
dot charged with interacting electrons coupled to magnetic
ions �Mn2+� at zero magnetic field is written as10

H0 = He + HMn + He-Mn, �1�

where He is the Hamiltonian of interacting electrons in a
Mn-free dot, HMn is that of the subsystem of magnetic ions,
and He-Mn describes the interactions between electrons and
Mn ions. In the basis of single-electron bound orbitals of dot,
He is written as He=�i��ici�

+ ci�+ 1
2�ijkl;���Vijklci�

+ cj��
+ ck��cl�,

where the subscripts i , j ,k , l label the bound orbitals, �
= ↑ /↓ denotes the spin of electron with sz= 1

2 /− 1
2 , ci�

+ �ci�� is
the creation �annihilation� operator for the electron in the
orbital �i ;��, �i is the kinetic energy of a single electron, and
Vijkl

e-e � ��d3r1d3r2�i
��r�1�� j

��r�2��e2 /4���r�1 − r�2���k�r�2��l�r�1�
are Coulomb matrix elements, where �i is the wave function
of an electron in �i ;��, e is the elementary charge of electron,
and � is the dielectric constant of dot material. In this
work, the hard-wall sphere model for the confining potential
of spherical NCQDs is taken.32,33 Accordingly, the wave
function and the eigenenergy of a single electron in a
symmetric NCQD are explicitly expressed by �nlm��r��
=�2 /a3	Jl�

�nl

a r� /Jl+1��nl�
Ylm�	 ,�� and �nl= �
2�nl
2 � /

�2m�a2�, respectively, where a is the radius of spherical dot,
m� is the effective mass of electron, n is the principal quan-
tum number, l is the angular momentum, m is the z compo-
nent of angular momentum, Jl�r� is the spherical Bessel
function, �nl is the nth zero of Jl, and Ylm�	 ,�� is the spheri-
cal Harmonic function. Throughout this work, m�=0.15m0
and �=8.9�0 are taken for CdSe QDs.

The Hamiltonian of the subsystem of Mn ions is de-
scribed by the antiferromagnetic �AF� Mn-Mn interactions,
HMn=− 1

2�p�qJMn-Mn�RIJ�I�p · I�q, where I�p �I�q� denotes the spin
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of the pth �qth� Mn2+ impurity at position R� p �R� q� and
JMn-Mn�Rpq�=JMn-Mn

�0� exp�−�	�Rpq /a0�−1
��0, where Rpq

��R� p−R� q�, JMn-Mn
�0� =−0.5 meV, a0=0.55 nm, and

�=5.1.10,17 The Mn-Mn interactions are short ranged and
sensitively depend on the distances between Mn ions, Rpq,
which are associated with the density and distribution of Mn
ions.

The electron and Mn subsystems are coupled via the
ferromagnetic �FM� contact interactions,

He-Mn = − 1
2�q �i,i�

Jii�
e-Mn�R� q�	�ci�↑�

+ ci↑ − ci�↓�
+ ci↓�Iq

z

+ ci�↓�
+ ci↑Iq

+ + ci�↑�
+ ci↓Iq

−
 ,

where Iq
z is the z component of Mn spin, Iq

� Iq
x  iIq

y, and the
magnetic coupling constants are defined as Jii�

e-Mn�R� q�
�Je-Mn

�0� �i
��R� q��i��R� q�. Throughout this work, the e-Mn cou-

pling parameter Je-Mn
�0� =10.8 meV nm3�0 is taken for sub-

stitutional Mn ions in CdSe bulk.10,17 In Mn:CdSe QDs, the
spin interactions between quantum-confined electrons and
Mn ions are actually determined by the effective-Mn cou-
pling Jii�

e-Mn=Je-Mn
�0� �i

��R� q��i��R� q��a−3, which depends on dot
size, positions of Mn ions, and involved electronic orbitals.17

Applying an external magnetic field B� = �0,0 ,B� yields
the following B-dependent terms additional to H0,

HB = �
n

�gMn�BB�In
z + �

i�

��B
�B�mici�

+ ci�

+ �
i�

�ge�BBsz�ci�
+ ci�, �2�

where the first term is the spin Zeeman energies of Mn
ions, the second �last� one is the orbital �spin� Zeeman ener-
gies of electrons, �B�
e /2m0 ��B

� �
e /2m�� is the bare
�effective� Bohr magneton, and ge=1.2 �gMn=2.0� is the g
factor of electron �Mn�. Diamagnetic terms are neglected
here because of the small sizes of NCQDs.17 Generally, the
magnetic moments from the first two terms in Eq. �2� are
more significant than the one from electron spins because of
large orbital moments of electrons ��B

� ��B because m�

�m0� and large spin of Mn �I=5 /2�. Thus, the magnetiza-
tion of a Mn-free QD mainly depends on the orbital arrange-
ment of electrons, which are determined by the e-e Coulomb
interactions and Zeeman energies. Nevertheless, the spin in-
teractions involving electron spins are essential in the mag-
netism of magnetic QDs which contain magnetic ions. In the
presence of Mn ions, electrons could favor to fill the orbitals
that are directly coupled to the magnetic ions to gain more
energies from the FM e-Mn interactions, in competition with
the effect of orbital Zeeman energies. Furthermore, magnetic
ions tend to order their spins via the simultaneous contact
spin interactions with electrons. However, the AF interac-
tions between Mn ions, opposite to the effects of FM e-Mn
interactions, tend to minimize the total spin of Mn’s. The
competition between the various spin interactions and
B-dependent Zeeman energies result in complex and interest-
ing features of the magnetism of magnetically doped QDs.
Table I shows the energy scales of the relevant spin interac-
tions and Zeeman energies in Mn-doped NCQDs at B=1 T.

The energy spectra of multiply charged magnetic NCQDs
are calculated by using exact diagonalization techniques.10,17

Taking the product of the all possible Mn spin configurations
and selected electron configurations as basis, the matrix for
the full Hamiltonian H=H0+HB is constructed and the mag-
netoenergy spectrum of a multiply charged magnetic NCQDs
is obtained by performing direct diagonalization for the ma-
trix. Convergence of numerical results is tested by increasing
number of configurations. The magnetization of Ne-electron
dot at temperature T is calculated by the definition M
= 1

� � � ln Z
�B �T, where ��1 / �kBT� and Z=�iexp	−Ei�Ne ;B��
 is

the canonical ensemble equilibrium partition function.17,34

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Magnetizations as functions of B and Ne

Let us first examine charged magnetic dots doped with
two long-ranged Mn ions. Figure 1�a� 	Fig. 1�c�
 shows the
calculated magnetizations versus applied magnetic fields B�
= �0,0 ,B� of multiply charged �Ne=1–8� CdSe NCQDs of
radius a=3 nm doped with two Mn ions positioned at R1
= �a /2,0 ,0� and R2= �−a /2,0 ,0� on the x-y plane 	R1
= �0,0 ,a /2� and R2= �0,0 ,−a /2� on the y-z plane
, respec-
tively, at the low temperature kT=0.1 meV. At small fields
B�1 T, where the p-orbital Zeeman splittings are smaller
than the thermal energy and mean e-Mn interactions, Hz�
�Ez�kT , Je-Mn, the magnetizations of the Mn-doped NCs
follow Curie’s law, showing rapid and linear increases with
B. The increasing magnetizations reach their saturated values
as B�5 T �depending on Ne�, where Ez�kT , Je-Mn. In
spite of large-orbital Zeeman energies Ez, the orbital arrange-
ment of electrons in the small NCQDs in the high fields,
5 T�B�10 T, follows Hund’s rules because of strong e-e
Coulomb interactions 	Ve-e�Ez �see Table I�
. The high-field
magnetizations, which are determined mainly by the orbital
moments of electrons, thus show a similar Ne dependence to
that of total orbital angular momentum of electrons accord-
ing to Hund’s rules 	see the insets of Figs. 1�a� and 1�c�
.35

Remarkably, the optimal magnetism is observed in the
charged NCs with Ne=3,4 ,6 ,7 instead of the dots with half-
filled shells �Ne=5� with maximum total spin but vanishing
total orbital angular momentum as expected by mean-field

TABLE I. Relevant energy scales of Mn-doped nanocrystal
quantum dots.

Physical quantities
Energy scale

�meV�

Single-electron energy quantization �102

Direct Coulomb interaction 102

Exchange Coulomb interaction 101

Electron-Mn interaction 100

Mn-Mn interaction �nearest neighbor� 100

Orbital Zeeman energy �electron� for B=1 T 10−1–100

Spin Zeeman energy �Mn� for B=1 T 10−1–100

Spin Zeeman energy �electron� for B=1 T 10−2–10−1
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theory16 because of the dominant electron orbital moments
��B

� ��B� in the strongly quantized dots.17

B. Magnetic-ion-induced magnetic anisotropies

In the intermediate field regime �1 T�B�5 T�, where
kT�Ez�Je-Mn, the orbital Zeeman energies and e-Mn spin
interactions are energetically comparable and their interplay
might lead to interesting features of magnetism. An interest-
ing finding revealed by the ED studies is the existence of
MAs in multiply charged NCQDs doped with few Mn ions
�even though the shapes of the dots are perfectly symmetric�.
The MAs are especially pronounced in the dots with singly
charged shell, e.g., triply charged �Ne=3� dots, where the
single electron on the p-shell subjects to only weak intershell
Coulomb interactions.

The magnetizations of Ne=3 NCQDs doped with two Mn
ions are found to be significantly suppressed as applied mag-
netic fields of intermediate strength �2 T�B�5 T� are
along the axis connecting the two magnetic ions, as shown in
comparing Fig. 1�c�. In the intermediate B regime where
Ez�Je-Mn, the sole p-shell electron in the Ne=3 magnetic
NCQD of Fig. 1�c� is prone to fill the p0 orbital of lz=0 that
is directly coupled to the two Mn ions for gaining more
energy from the e-Mn couplings �Je-Mn�, even though the p−1

orbital of lz=−1 is also lowered by Ez. Such a magnetic-ion-
induced orbital quenching leads to a vanishing orbital mag-
netic moment in the intermediate B regime. Further increas-
ing the magnetic field to B�5 T, where Ez�Je-Mn, the
electron occupying the p0 orbital transfers back to p−1 orbital
and the magnetization of the dot abruptly increases. Figure
1�d� shows the energy spectrum versus B of the
Ne=3-charged NCQD doped with two Mn2+ ions for Fig.
1�c� and schematically presents the main e-Mn configura-
tions of the ground states.

By contrast, such a kind of magnetic-ion-induced orbital
quenching does not occur in the triply charged magnetic dots
in the magnetic fields perpendicular to the plane where Mn
ions are located 	see Fig. 1�a�
. In the situation, both of the
plz=+1 and plz=−1 orbitals are coupled to the two magnetic ions
but only the energy level of plz=−1 orbital is further lowered
by Ez. It turns out that the single p-shell electron stays in the
plz=−1 orbital mostly but could be slightly scattered to the
plz=+1 orbital by the magnetic impurities, and the Ne=3 mag-
netic QD exhibits a finite orbital moment that is only slightly
weaker than the full l=1 moment. Figure 1�b� shows the
energy spectrum versus B of the Ne=3-charged NCQD with
two Mn2+ ions for Fig. 1�a� and the main configurations of
the ground states. Comparing Figs. 1�a� and 1�c�, the mag-
netization of the two Mn-doped NCQDs charged with Ne

=3 is shown to be optimal as the applied fields B� are perpen-
dicular to the axis connecting the two Mn ions. Apparently,
such MAs are directly associated with the discreteness of Mn
distribution, which is however disregarded in widely used
mean-field theory.15,16

C. Quantum size effects

We next examine the quantum size and charging effects
on the MAs. Figures 2�a�–2�f� show the calculated magneti-
zations of Ne=3- and Ne=4-charged NCs of various radii a
=2,3 ,5 nm doped with two Mn ions at �a /2,0 ,0� on the
x-y plane and under the magnetic fields in the two directions,
B� � = �B ,0 ,0� or B� �= �0,0 ,B�. With reducing the dot size, the
MAs become even more pronounced and persist over a wider
range of B because the e-Mn spin interactions are signifi-
cantly enhanced by the quantum confinements of QDs. The
B ranges of the MAs reflect the strength of Je-Mn. The quan-
tum size effects however do not improve the magnetism. At
a fixed magnetic field, the magnetizations actually decrease
with decreasing NC sizes because the orbital quenchings are
more significant in smaller QDs.

Unlike the cases of Ne=3, the optimal magnetizations of
two Mn-doped NCQDs with Ne=4 electrons occur as the
applied magnetic fields B� � are along the axis �x axis� con-
necting the two Mn’s. In the situation, one of the two p-shell
electrons occupies the py-pz-hybridized orbital of lx=−1 and
the other one stably stays in the px orbital of lx=0 that is
directly coupled to the two Mn’s. Without experiencing im-
purity scatterings, the former electron freely moves on the
Mn-free y-z plane and provides a full l=1 orbital moment.
Turning the magnetic field to the B� � in the z direction, the
two p-shell electrons are transferred to the px-py hybridized
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� The magnetizations versus applied
magnetic fields B� = �0,0 ,B� of multiply charged �Ne=1–8� NCQDs
of radius a=3 nm doped with two Mn ions positioned at
�a /2,0 ,0� at low temperature kT=0.1 meV. The inset shows the
magnetizations of the charged dots as a function of Ne at B=2 and
8 T. �b� The low-lying magnetoenergy spectrum of the two
Mn2+-doped NCQD with Ne=3 in �a�. �c� The magnetizations vs
B� = �0,0 ,B� of various multiply charged NCs doped with two Mn
ions at �0,0 , a /2�. �d� The magnetoenergy spectrum of the two
Mn2+-doped NCQD with Ne=3 in �c�.
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orbital of lz=−1 and the pz orbital of lz=0. The former elec-
tron moving on the x-y plane is likely scattered by the two
Mn ions positioned on the plane and the electron orbital
moment is reduced to be weaker than that of l=1.

D. Interplay between various spin interactions and the
discreteness of Mn2+ spin distributions

The magnetic anisotropy could be expected also in
charged QDs with single Mn ions.17 However, increasing
more Mn ions in a QD yields a rich interplay between vari-
ous spin interactions, Zeeman energies, and Coulomb inter-
actions because of more varieties of Mn distributions. To
further identify how the distribution of magnetic-ion dopants
affects the magnetic properties of few Mn-doped NCQD, we
consider different magnetic NCQDs containing long-ranged
Mn ions and/or short-range interacting Mn clusters. Figure
3�a�–3�f� show the magnetizations of Ne=3,4-charged NC-
QDs of radius 3 nm doped with three Mn’s at various posi-
tions under magnetic fields perpendicular or parallel to the
x-y plane, B� � or B� �. Here, we consider only the magnetic
ions positioned at �a /2,0 ,0�, �0, a /2,0�, and
�0,0 , a /2� or �0,0,0� in QDs of radius a. In Figs. 1–4,
NCQDs are schematically depicted by larger gray spheres
and the positions of Mn ions in the NCQDs are indicated by

small red-filled circles distributed in the spheres. Pronounced
MAs are observed in the intermediate B regime as the mag-
netic NCQDs contain long-ranged Mn ions 	Figs. 3�a�, 3�b�,
3�d�, and 3�e�
. For the NCQDs containing only short-range
interacting Mn clusters 	Figs. 3�c� and 3�f�
, the magnetiza-
tions are weak and the MAs become ambiguous.

Experimentally, probing such MAs in individual NCQDs
is quite challenging. Nevertheless, the MAs may cause ob-
servable significant deviations of the magnetizations of ran-
domly Mn-doped NCQD ensembles from the standard
Brillouin-function description for the magnetizations of ideal
paramagnets. According to the theory of atomic magnetism,
the magnetization of an isolated paramagnet of total three
Mn spin I=15 /2 �a noninteracting electron of the effective
mass m�=0.15m0 with angular momentum l=1� is explicitly
described by M15/2= � 15

2 �gMn�BB15/2�15gMn�BB /2kT� 	M1
�

=�B
�B1��B

�B /kT�, where BJ is Brillouin function
. Thus, the
magnetization of a noninteracting magnetic NCQD with de-
coupled three Mn ions and a p-shell electron should follow
M =M15/2+M1

�, as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 4.
Figure 4 shows the magnetizations of more Ne=3-charged
CdSe NCQDs doped with three Mn2+ ions at various posi-
tions. In general, the magnetizations as functions of B of the
most magnetic NCQDs shown in Fig. 4 deviate significantly
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The size effects on the magnetic anisotro-
pies of magnetically doped NCQDs. 	�a�–�c�
 The magnetizations
vs B� � = �B ,0 ,0� and B� �= �0,0 ,B� of Ne=3-charged NCQDs of vari-
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 Same as 	�a�–�c�
 but for Ne=4.
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from the Brillouin function M =M15/2+M1
� �dashed line in

Fig. 4�. The magnetizations of the three Mn-doped NCQDs
are generally lower than that of a noninteracting dot �M
=M15/2+M1

�� and fall into three groups according to the high-
field magnetizations, associated with the number of short-
ranged Mn ions.

The magnetization deviations from the standard Brillouin-
function behavior are directly related to various relevant spin
interactions. The significant suppression of magnetization in
the intermediate B regime is attributed to the orbital quench-
ings associated with the FM e-Mn interactions, as pointed
out previously. By contrast, the AF Mn-Mn interactions in
the short-ranged Mn clusters are responsible for the substan-
tially reduced magnetization over a wide range of B. The
strong AF Mn-Mn interactions in the three Mn-cluster yield
the magnetic ground states of the minimum total spin of
Mn’s �Itot=1 /2� at zero fields. The small Mn spins make the
e-Mn spin interactions very weak and the magnetizations
insensitive to the orientations of magnetic fields. Further in-
creasing B, the increasing orbital Zeeman splittings lower the
energies of high Itot states, and eventually the ground states

of the magnetic QD are switched to the ones with higher Itot
at certain B fields. As a result, the magnetic NCQDs undergo
a series of ground-state transitions from low-spin states to
high-spin states �Itot=1 /2→3 /2,3 /2→5 /2, . . .� with in-
creasing B, leading to the slight rippling features of the mag-
netizations as functions of B.14 Basically, the MAs revealed
in this work are mainly associated with the FM e-Mn inter-
actions. The AF Mn-Mn interactions in Mn clusters mini-
mize the total spin of Mn’s and do not make significant con-
tributions to the MAs. However, the combined effects of the
orbital quenchings associated with the FM e-Mn interactions
and the magnetic ground-state transitions due to the AF
Mn-Mn interactions result in the complex magnetization fea-
tures of randomly Mn2+-doped quantum dots, which are sig-
nificantly deviated from the standard paramagnetic behaviors
described by Brillouin functions.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, exact diagonalization studies of the magnetic
properties of multiply charged II-VI CdSe nanocrystal quan-
tum dots doped with few Mn2+ ions were presented. Remark-
ably, pronounced magnetic anisotropies are revealed in mul-
tiply charged symmetric NCQDs doped with few Mn2+ ions,
which depend on electron number, Mn-ion distribution, and
the strength of applied magnetic field. The magnetic
anisotropies are attributed mainly to the magnetic-ion-
induced orbital quenchings as a manifestation of the inter-
play between the discrete nature of Mn spin distribution and
the electron-Mn spin interactions. The orbital quenchings as-
sociated with the ferromagnetic electron-Mn interactions fur-
ther lead to significant suppression of magnetizations in the
intermediate B regime. By contrast, the antiferromagnetic
Mn-Mn interactions in the short-ranged Mn clusters result in
substantially reduced magnetizations over a wide range of B.
The combined effects of the orbital quenchings and the for-
mation of Mn clusters lead to complex magnetic behaviors of
randomly Mn2+-doped colloidal quantum dots, which signifi-
cantly deviate from the standard Brillouin-function descrip-
tions.
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